This article presents a novel assessment framework to identify the health condition of wood utility poles. The innovative approach is based on the integration of data mining and machine learning methods and combines advanced signal processing, multi-sensor data fusion and decision ensembles to classify different damage condition types of wood poles. In the proposed framework, wavelet packet analysis is employed to transform captured multi-channel stress wave signals into energy information, which is consequently compressed by principal component analysis to extract a feature vector. Furthermore, support vector machine multi-classifier, optimized by genetic algorithm, is designed to identify the pole condition type. Finally, evidence theory is applied to fuse different assessment results from different sensors for a final decision. For validation of the proposed approach, the wood pole specimens with three common damage condition types are tested using a novel multi-sensor narrow-band frequency-excitation non-destructive testing system in the laboratory. The final experimental analysis results confirm that the proposed approach is capable of making full use of multi-sensor information and providing an effective and accurate identification on types of conditions in wood poles.
Introduction
Round wood poles are extensively used all over the world for electrical power and communication transmission. In Australia, it was reported that around 5 million wood utility poles were installed to support energy and communication networks. 1 To routinely inspect the structural integrity of these wood poles to prevent failure, the government annually invests almost 50 million dollars in pole maintenance and asset management. In a conservative approach to avoid the ageing poles from failures, approximately 300,000 utility poles are substituted annually in eastern Australia. 1 Nevertheless, more than 80% of replaced poles are still in a perfectly serviceable condition, resulting in enormous waste of natural resources.
Restrictions of existing methods to assess the health conditions of pile and pole structures contribute to ongoing research and development in non-destructive testing (NDT) methods based on stress waves (SW). Such techniques have the capacity of detecting internal damage and evaluating the health states of untouchable sections of structures through wave propagation. excitation force on the surface of a structure. The generated SWs propagate through the material and reflect from the external surfaces, internal defects and boundaries of neighbouring materials. Wave reflections can be identified either from the changes in time-series acceleration responses or from peak values in the acceleration spectrums. 3 Due to the slower wave propagation in damaged wood compared to intact wood, SWs can be employed to evaluate the health condition of the pile or pole through calculating the wave travelling time at increasing positions along the structure. [4] [5] [6] To date, different SW-based assessment approaches have been proposed such as the sonic echo method, 7, 8 impulse response method 9 and bending wave (BW) method. [10] [11] [12] For the testing of first two methods, an impact is imparted from the top of a pile/pole structure (generating longitudinal waves) and reflection measurements (echoes) from the bottom of the structure are evaluated to assess the condition and determine the length of the structure. In the BW method, a transversal impact is imparted to the structure to generate flexural waves, which are highly dispersive in nature. 13, 14 Therefore, to evaluate a structure by means of BW propagation, dispersive analysis is required to obtain the wave information from chosen frequency bands.
In the practical integrity testing of wood poles, because of the pole height as well as existing electrical wires, it is neither practicable nor feasible to impart the SW excitation from the top of the structure. Therefore, the practical impact excitation should be induced from the side of the structure at an accessible height with an angle to generate both longitudinal and BW signals. One challenge for this type of excitation is the complicated wave propagation patterns: simultaneous generations of downward and upward travelling waves, which are difficult wave behaviours to interpret and analyse. In addition, both types of waves are excited over a broad low-frequency bandwidth which can cause multimode wave propagation in the structure. To overcome this issue, advanced signal processing techniques can play an important part in analysing SW signals to realize the condition assessment and health monitoring of in situ wood poles. However, current studies in this area are rarely reported. Subhani et al. 15 adopted the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) and the short kernel method (SKM) to calculate the phase velocity of SWs and determine the embedded length of the pole structures. Yan et al. 16 proposed a wave energy indexbased method to identify different damage conditions of wooden poles. Jozi et al. 17 introduced a novel signal processing method based on the combination of lowpass finite impulse response (FIR), digital filtering, predictive deconvolution and frequency wavenumber analysis to separate bi-directional waves in the wood poles with isotropic material properties. Nevertheless, the above investigations are all based on numerical studies and have not been verified experimentally due to various constraints such as limited sensor numbers, uncertainties caused by material properties and accessibility of wood poles in the field. Recently, a study undertaken by the authors presented an experimental verification of an SW-based testing method using a novel narrow-band frequency-excitation system combined with fast Fourier transform (FTT) signals and support vector machine (SVM) for the damage assessment in concrete and wood poles. 18 While this study delivered very encouraging results, the presence of false damage classification outcomes and a lack in probability information demands further improvement.
To avoid the false identification and improve classification accuracy, advanced signal processing and machine learning techniques have been widely used for damage detection and health monitoring of civil structures during past few years. 19 Li and Hao 20,21 employed CWT to process dynamic relative displacement signals and proposed a damage index based on wavelet packet energy to identify the joint condition of the steel truss bridge. Similarly, the wavelet transform technique was applied in the damage evaluation of subsea pipelines with satisfactory results. 22 Bandara et al. 23 developed a hybrid method based on frequency response function and principal component analysis (PCA) for structural damage detection and health monitoring. In this study, a numerical case on a two-storey framed structure was employed to validate the effectiveness of the proposed hybrid method, and the results showed it is capable of detecting both single and multiple damages with low error even though the data are contaminated with the noise. Wang and Hao 24 introduced the compressive sensing (CS) technique into the identification of degradation and free-spanning damages of the steel pipes. All the techniques mentioned in above studies can be regarded as potential tools to process the wave signals for the purposed of damage classification and condition assessment of wood utility poles in this study. Furthermore, artificial neural networks (ANN) and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) have been adopted as the pattern recognition methods to process the damage-sensitive feature for the condition assessment of civil infrastructure. Tan et al. 25 developed a three-layer network for damage detection of steel beams, in which the modal strain energy was used as inputs of the network. Hakim and Abdul Razak 26 compared the capacities of ANN and ANFIS in the aspect of structural damage identification. In this work, the natural frequencies were used as the damage index and both models were validated via the laboratory testing on a steel girder bridge model. Even though the ANN and ANFIS have been demonstrated to be useful in structural damage detection, they still have the problems of network architecture design, connection weight optimization, transfer function selection, fuzzy rule option and training sample diversity, which will directly affect the identification accuracy of the developed model.
In this work, an advanced assessment method is investigated to identify health conditions of wood poles. First, the previously proposed NDT system with controlled frequency excitation is used to measure wave signals and embedded damage signatures of the wood pole specimens in the laboratory. This novel NDT system effectively reduces the influence of multi-mode SW signals. Then, wavelet packet transform (WPT) is employed to extract energy information from the captured wave signals and the dominant energy components are chosen to construct a feature vector used as the input for the SVM classifier via PCA. A multi-label classifier consisting of several genetic algorithm (GA) optimized sub-SVM classifiers is proposed to enhance the accuracy and applicability of the pole condition assessment. Finally, D-S evidence theory is adopted to combine results from different sub-SVM classifiers and from different sensors, respectively. The experimental results show that the proposed method including the two-level decision fusion is able to offer more robust and accurate identification results than conventional approaches.
Experimental testing and condition assessment framework of wood pole
Innovative NDT system A novel SW excitation method is adopted in this article, in which tactile transducers are adopted to control the induction of sound waves in a pole structure. A tactile transducer is an electro-mechanical device, very similar to a traditional audio speaker, which is mounted to a structure and driven by an amplifier. While traditional audio speakers transfer sound waves through the air, tactile transducers transfer vibrations/ sound waves through the structure, making it possible to feel the sound. Therefore, tactile transducers are able to induce controlled SWs into a structure such as the utility pole. This audio technology is cost-effective and can overcome the main issues associated with a traditional hammer impact, that is, a controlled narrow-band frequency range can be excited, the wave excitation can be standardized and a symmetric SWs can be produced by using an excitation ring with a number of tactile transducers. 18 In the testing system, four tactile transducers on the sensor wedges are attached in a ring formation to the pole structures providing the synchronized and symmetric narrow-band frequency excitations. The tactile transducer used is a Vidsonix model VX-GH92 having the frequency range between 0.65 and 16 kHz. A Hi-Fi amplifier is employed to amplify and adjust the amplitudes of the generated SWs, and a function generator is used to produce the desired excitation frequency and waveform. To measure the SW response of the structure, the accelerometers of PCB model 352C34 having a frequency range between 0.5 Hz and 10 kHz are used. The accelerometers are supplied with fixed currents using a signal conditioner and are attached on the surface of the pole structures in a line formation. A multichannel data acquisition system together with a computer is employed to obtain and record the data. The specific system components and setup are shown in Figure 1 .
Wood pole specimen testing
To obtain an advanced pole condition assessment approach based on signal processing and machine learning, it is important to have a reliable database of the trained data to increase the accuracy of the developed model. However, the properties of wood vary from species to species, which are also affected by temperature, moisture, annular rings, boundary condition, and so on. Accordingly, the confidence level to determine the condition of an unknown wood pole can be quite limited while dealing with random data acquired from less number of specimens. As a result, to develop and evaluate the model via machine learning, it is necessary to start the experimental test based on the specimens of which materials properties are relatively determined. In this study, the specimens are chosen such a way that the uncertainties related to the material and environmental properties of the specimen are minimal. After investigating the accuracy of the developed model on the simple specimens without uncertain factors, the proposed method can be easily extended to other wood pole specimens by establishing a comprehensive database of timber material containing different material properties and environmental conditions.
In this study, three wood pole specimens made of pine, including healthy and damaged conditions, are tested in the laboratory. Generally, damage to wood is caused by climatic condition, fungi, termite attack and mechanical damage from vehicles. In most cases, the damage is invisible and happens below the ground. Among different types of wood pole damage, decay caused by fungi extends very fast because the fungi is able to grow rapidly over the wood surface under ideal condition. The fungi can penetrate or destroy the cell walls of the wood, which would result in remarkable strength loss. 1 Besides, the termite voids is another common damage type in wood poles. This type of damage always occurs internally, which is difficult to detect until exposed. In this study, apart from the specimen with intact condition, two specimens with artificial damage are used to simulate these two common pole damage types: inner termite voids and external circumferential fungi decay, which are shown in Figure 2 (c). All the poles have 0.25 m diameters and 3 m lengths, which are shown in Figure 2 (b). The specific descriptions of the pole specimens are given in Table 1 .
The experimental setup including tactile transducers and accelerometers is displayed in Figure 2(a) . During the testing, the wood pole specimen is freely supported on a Styrofoam mat. Four transducers are installed to sensor wedges through a screw connection and are tightly attached to the specimen in a ring configuration with uniform interval employing a ratchet strap. The wave excitation is generated at the height of 1.6 m. The twelve accelerometers (A1-A12) are attached to the specimen in a line alignment using moulding clay to measure the responses of the structure. The accelerometer at the lowest location (A12) is located 0.4 m above the ground and the spacing between two neighbouring sensors is 0.1 m. During the testing, all the specimens are excited with the continuous Mexican hat wave excitations with 1 kHz loading frequency. The sampling rate and period are set as 1 MHz and 0.5 s, respectively. All three pole specimens are tested five times, generating five different sets of data.
As an instance, Figure 3 displays the sectional samples of SW signals of the 12 accelerometers tested from the intact pole specimen. It is clearly seen that the signals have very similar wave patterns including frequency and magnitude resulting from the continuous Mexican hat wave excitation, in spite of the phase shifting caused by the different sensor locations with delayed upward and downward wave propagation. However, it is unrealistic to directly distinguish different damage types using raw SW signals due to various 
factors including the high variability of the timber material, measurement noise disturbances and the large amount of sampling data. Accordingly, how to deal with these noisy data to extract the useful information for the purpose of pole condition identification becomes an important and urgent issue, and the corresponding assessment framework will be presented in the next section.
Condition assessment framework
In this article, a novel scheme is proposed to deal with captured complicated SW for pole condition assessment. Figure 4 describes the overall framework of the proposed method, which can be divided into two phases: feature extraction and condition identification. At first, the WPT is adopted to decompose the original SW signals into different frequency components and the energy information at each frequency component is obtained and used to make up the WP energy vector. Then, a novel feature index based on WP energy is proposed to identify the damage pattern of wood poles. To significantly reduce the feature dimension and avoid redundant information, the PCA is employed to select optimal components to reflect the previous features. The selected principal components will be used as the inputs to build up soft posterior probability SVM classifiers, which can generate the initial condition identification result. To improve the identification accuracy of the developed classifier, the GA is applied to optimize the model parameters during the training procedure. Finally, the D-S evidence theory is utilized to fuse the initial results generated from different sensors and give a final assessment decision for wood pole condition. The main benefit of the proposed approach is that it is capable of effectively dealing with wrong or conflicting results from different sensors and improving the accuracy and robustness of identification result. The following sections will give the specific procedures of feature extraction and condition assessment for wood pole condition identification with the validation and discussion.
Feature extraction based on wavelet packet energy and PCA
WPT-based energy feature extraction
WPT is one of the most effective techniques to analyse the SW signals acquired from the accelerometers for damage detection. 27, 28 The waveform, which contains a mean value of zero in the finite period, is called the wavelet. Through WPT, a signal is able to be decomposed into two sections, approximation and detail, corresponding to the low-frequency and high-frequency content, respectively. 29, 30 Then, both approximation and detail can be further separated into the secondlevel approximations and details, similar to the firstlevel decomposition in WPT. The main benefit of WPT is that it can inspect the signals in narrow frequency bands during a relatively short time window. Based on the n-level WPT, the raw SW signal Y can be decomposed into 2 n signal frequency components,
where m denotes the total number of sampling signal points. Hence, the energy E i of ith decomposed component Y i is expressed as follows
According to results from equation (2), the WP energy vector of the SW signal can be defined as follows
ð 3Þ
To better demonstrate the difference between WP energies of signals captured from intact specimen and damaged specimen, this article proposes a novel feature index called WP energy ratio, defined as follows
where R i denotes the energy ratio at the ith frequency band, the value of which can be calculated by
where E intact i denotes the corresponding energy ratio at ith frequency band of the signal from the intact pole. In general, the damage will shift the fundamental frequencies of the structure and also change the amplitudes of measured signals, compared with those from undamaged structures, leading to different energy distributions of SW signals. Therefore, the value of the proposed index should be close to one when there is no damage in the structure, and it should vary with different damage types and severities. Based on this theory, the proposed vector of WP energy ratio is considered as a promising index to classify the signal types from pole structures with different damages. Figure 5 shows the results of WP energy ratios at the first 10 frequency bands from inner damage (Type 2) and outside damage (Type 3) cases after 10-level WP decomposition of signals from accelerometer A1. It is noticeable that the signal from the pole specimen with inner damage has more energy than that from intact pole at second, third, sixth, eighth and tenth frequency bands, while for the specimen with outside damage, the main WP energies distribute in the second, fourth, eighth and tenth bands. The results in Figure 5 well illustrate the effectiveness of the feature vector of the WP energy ratio on the classification of wood poles with different conditions. Therefore, WPT can be considered as a good tool to extract the damage features from SW signals for pole condition identification.
Feature compression based on PCA
Features extracted using WP energy ratio do not only include useful information on wave propagation or damage type but also include redundant information due to correlated features together with background and measurement noises. If this feature vector is directly employed to set up a predictive model (classifier) for damage identification of wood poles, the recognition accuracy as well as generalization ability will be compromised. For this issue, it is proposed to replace these correlated and noisy features with fewer comprehensive indices. In detail, PCA is proposed to further process WP energy ratio features, in which the original feature vector is substituted for several unrelated principal components. PCA is able to effectively compress the original data while retaining most of its information. 31, 32 Generally, the measurement noises are not related to the global features of extracted feature data and can be expressed in less important components.
To reduce the feature dimension of WP energy ratios, a matrix including all extracted WP energy ratio features from SW signals is formed and transformed into their principal components using 'princomp' function in MATLAB v2012b. In this example, the row of the established matrix consists of 180 samples (5 tests 3 3 pole specimens 3 12 accelerometers) of pole testing results from 12 accelerometers while the column of the matrix is made up of 1024 energy ratio features after 10-level WPT. After PCA projection, all the samples are replaced by 1024 principal components. Figure 6 shows the individual and cumulative contributions of the first 10 principal components of WP energy ratios of pole signals, respectively. It is clearly seen that the first three principal components make up almost 95% of the whole feature information. Even if 5% of energy feature will be lost, the feature dimension can be greatly decreased from 1024 to 3, which will improve the learning efficiency of the model training.
To validate the performance of selected principal components to classify different condition types, different groups of combinations of principal components are compared according to different sensors. Figure  7 (a) demonstrates the related results from the first accelerometer (A1). It is clearly observed that the first three principal components are able to perfectly distinguish the three common pole conditions. Especially for the second and third principal components, the five testing results almost overlap together in the twodimension feature space, where intact samples are located at the coordinate (2, 1) and the inner damage and outside damage cases are situated at (22, 26) and (0, 21), respectively. However, due to different sensor locations and sensor self-defect, not all the outcomes from the different accelerometers deliver satisfactory classification results based on first three principal components. Figure 7(b) shows the condition classification results of the second accelerometer (A2). Obviously, the principal components of inner damage cases are easily distinguished from those of the other damage types. Nevertheless, for the intact and outside damage cases, their feature indices are located in a similar area of feature space and may be difficult to be identified. Therefore, based on the selected principal components, it is necessary for the mutual cooperation of all the accelerometers to provide an accurate condition assessment result.
To illustrate the superiority of the proposed WP energy ratio as feature indices for damage pattern classification, the conventional signal processing method such as FFT, which was applied in previous study, is also adopted in this part for performance comparison. For the sake of fair assessment, the same testing data are used for signal feature extraction using FFT. Similarly, the PCA results of extracted features from sensors A1 and A2 are provided, which are shown in Figure 8 . Different from the PCs extracted from WP energy features that almost overlap together for each condition scenario, the PCs calculated from the FFT data scatter over a large area in the three-dimensional (3D) feature space, which may result in wrong identification of wood pole condition. Especially for the results from sensor A2, although the intact cases are well separated from the damaged cases, it is definitely difficult to distinguish the inner damage cases from the outside damage cases according to first three PCs. Apparently, compared with the FFT-based features, the features calculated based on WP energy ratio can better reflect the SW pattern related to different types of damage and will be considered as damage indices for the pole condition identification in practice.
Condition identification based on SVM and D-S evidence theory
Although compressed feature indices are effective in identifying different condition types, a model or a classifier is still needed to automatically implement the classification procedure in the practice. Here, SVM is adopted to construct a multi-label classification model and D-S evidence theory is also used to fuse the results from different accelerometers.
SVM multi-classifier for pole condition assessment
The typical application of SVM is to set up a twocategory classifier, which is used to estimate the tested samples belonging to positive or negative category. In this work, the objective of the designed classifier is to identify three different damage types in wood poles, which can be considered as a multi-target classification problem. The most direct solution for this issue is to configure an objective function to calculate multiple hyper-planes at a time, which are employed to separate the space into different areas corresponding to different categories. 33, 34 However, this method is not feasible in practice owing to enormous calculation requirements.
In practical applications, there are two common ways to solve the multi-target classification problem: one against rest (OAR) and one against one (OAO). The main principle for both methods is to decompose a multi-label classifier into several two-label sub-classifiers. For an n-category classification problem, the OAR method requires to set up n (C 1 n ) sub-classifiers. In the ith sub-classifier, the samples with the ith category are considered as positive, while the samples with other categories are used as negative during the model training. The final identification result is made based on the positive outputs. The main advantage of the OAR method is that it needs fewer sub-classifiers than the OAO method, but it may lead to overlapped classification or unclassified problem. The OAO method, on the contrary, constructs sub-classifiers according to arbitrary two categories in the training samples, therefore contributing to a total of n(n 2 1)/2 (C 2 n ) sub-classifiers. The final classification result is decided via votes from all the sub-classifiers. The main feature of OAO is that the number of sub-classifiers will sharply ascend with the increasing categories, which may result in low efficiency of the model training.
In this work, both OAR and OAO methods are investigated for the development of SVM sub-classifiers to identify the pole condition. As a consequence, for the OAR method, there are three classifiers to be built, that is, intact-rest sub-classifier, inner damage-rest subclassifier and outside damage-rest sub-classifier. For the OAO method, three sub-classifiers should be established, that is, intact-inner damage sub-classifier, intact-outside damage sub-classifier and inner damageoutside damage sub-classifier.
Parameter selection of SVM classifier
The essence of nonlinear classification based on SVM is to transform the high-dimensional feature space in the classification problem into the original input space for processing via inner product relationship between kernel function and mapping function. According to Amari and Wu, 35 there are several kernel functions, which can be used in tackling the practical problems. In this article, the radial basis function (RBF) is selected due to good capacity for nonlinear regression and classification, and its mathematical expression is given in equation (6)
where s 2 denotes the width of the RBF, and x i and x j denote two samples of training.
After the kernel function is fixed, two important parameters should be properly assigned before SVM model training, that is, penalty coefficient C and kernel function parameter s 2 . C indicates the recognition level of misclassification during the model training, while s 2 mainly affects the smoothness degree of the classification hyperplane. The parameter selection in SVM is directly related to the classification accuracy and generalization capacity of the classifier model. In this work, GA is employed to calculate the optimal parameter values of C and s 2 because of its perfect performance in solving complicated optimization algorithms. 36, 37 The main optimization procedure can be concluded as follows:
1. Initialize the population. In this work, the chromosome is made up of penalty coefficient C and kernel function parameter s
2
. The population number of chromosomes is set as 30. Every chromosome has two segments: one represents the penalty coefficient C and the other represents the kernel function parameter s 2 . The initial chromosomes are set randomly. 2. Calculate the fitness value. Here, the fitness function is designed based on the classification accuracy using n-fold cross validation, defined as the ratio of correct classification number to total number. In this study, the constraints of the optimized parameters are set in the range of [0 100]. 3. Selection operation. The roulette wheel method is utilized to choose part of the chromosome to generate the new chromosome. 4. Crossover operation. Exchange the genes between two chromosomes randomly via single point way.
The crossover probability is set as 0.8 in this optimization. 5. Mutation operation. Mutation operation is used to change the binary code. If the value is 0, it will transform to 1. Inversely, if the value is 1, it will transform to 0. Here, the mutation probability is set as 0.01. 6. Optimization termination. If the algorithm iteration number exceeds its maximum value (100), the algorithm will be terminated. Otherwise, go to (2). Figure 9 presents the optimization procedure of C and s 2 in intact-inner damage sub-classifier from the first accelerometer (A1), where Figure 9 (a) shows the parameter change tendency during the optimization and Figure 9 (b) plots the convergence rate of GA to optimize the SVM sub-classifier. The changing curves in Figure 9 (a) demonstrate that both C and s 2 are able to get close to their optimal values very quickly within 20 steps of iteration. In addition to using GA to optimize the SVM parameters, optimal classification accuracy of the training model does increase to 100% although the mean accuracy is just above 85%. Using the optimal parameter values, the SVM sub-classifier can be trained with best performance.
Posteriori probability output of SVM classifier
The outputs of standard SVM belong to hard decision, which assigns the tested samples with specific category information. However, for practical applications such as the presented damage identification and classification, it is of great practical value to pole asset managers to provide a probability estimate to each category. For such uncertain classification problems, the SVM classifier with soft-decision capacity is necessary. Therefore, Platt 38 put forward a posterior probability model based on the sigmoid function to realize the probability output of SVM, which is defined as follows
where f(x) denotes the standard SVM classifier and its expression is f (x) = v Á x + b, in which v denotes the connection weight vector and b denotes the bias.
33 D 1 and D 2 are configuration parameters and could be calculated through dealing with the following optimization problem
where
)and y i denotes the label of ith sample.
Fusion decision based on evidence theory
In this part, evidence theory is introduced to aggregate the identification results from different sub-classifiers and different sensors. Evidence theory was proposed by Dempster 39 and Shafer, 40 which adopts the probability theory to combine the evidences from different sources.
In evidence theory, a finite set u with possible hypotheses is defined as the frame of discernment. In this article, for the case of wood pole condition identification, the frame of discernment is defined as u = {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 }, where T 1 denotes the intact condition, T 2 denotes the inner damage condition and T 3 denotes the outside damage condition. Additionally, basic probability functions (BPAs) are defined as the primitives in evidence theory, which are used to assign the values between 0 and 1 to the set 2 u , satisfying the below relationships X
where m(T) denotes the BPA of the primitive T, corresponding to a piece of evidence.
[ denotes the empty set. When the evidence theory is applied with SVM, the posteriori probability outputs of SVM can be considered as BPAs of the frame of discernment. However, despite that sigmoid function p(x) in equation (7) is able to satisfactorily solve the soft-decision problem in SVM, it does not follow that this function is close to the posterior probability of SVM outputs. 41, 42 Actually, this model can just map the support information into the interval [0, 1], which means that the BPAs of positive and negative categories can be expressed as p(x) and 1 2 p(x), respectively. According to the evidence theory, Q denotes the uncertainty and its assignment is of great significance to the final classification result. Here, the concept of classification error expectance upper bound of testing samples is introduced, which is expressed as average support vector number divided by the total training sample number
where N s and N denote the support vector number and training sample number, respectively. This upper bound reflects the classification uncertainty of tested samples, which corresponds to the uncertainty Q in the frame of discernment u. To make sure that the summation of probability assignments is 1, the BPAs of the two-class SVM classifier should be rewritten as follows
where C + and C 2 denote the positive and negative categories, respectively. Tables 2 and 3 give BPAs of sub-SVM classifiers in both OAR and OAO modes, respectively.
Evidence combination is also crucial to the implementation of evidence theory and the combination rule between two pieces of evidence B and C is a conjunctive sum operation, defined as follows Table 2 . BPAs of sub-classifier corresponding to OAR mode.
BPA: basic probability function; OAR: one against rest; SVM: support vector machine.
where KC denotes the conflict degree between two pieces of evidence. Likewise, the combination result of multiple pieces of evidence corresponding to three subclassifiers from different sensors is calculated according to the following equation
After combining multiple pieces of evidence, we obtain the BPA of each primitive in the set 2 u . Then, a final decision is made based on the maximal confidence degree method, which is defined as follows.
For the arbitrary primitives T 1 and T 2 in the set 2 u , if the below equations are satisfied
where g 1 and g 2 are the evaluation coefficients, and T 1 is the final recognition result. In this study, the values of g 1 and g 2 are set as 0.3 following the suggestion of Wan et al. 43 Case study
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, an additional test is conducted on each pole specimen.
The captured SW signals are processed as validation samples and sent to the trained SVM-based sub-classifiers, the outputs of which are combined to get the final diagnosis results using two-level data fusion. The detailed validation procedure is shown in Figure 10 . It is clearly seen that in the first-level fusion, the identification results from different accelerometers are combined using D-S method at each sub-classifier, and then in the second-level fusion, the first-level fusion results from different sub-classifiers are combined to output a final decision. Tables 4 to 6 show the BPAs from three sub-SVM classifiers in OAR mode using the validation data of intact case, respectively. Table 4 lists the results of the intact-rest sub-classifier to identify the intact wood pole. It can be seen that most accelerometers assign more confidence (BPA value) to intact primitive (T 1 ) rather than rest primitive (T 2 [T 3 ), with the exceptions of accelerometers A2 and A11. However, the decision rule is not satisfied, because the uncertainty (Q) makes up the largest BPA in each piece of evidence, which Figure 10 . Validation procedure of the proposed method. Table 3 . BPAs of sub-classifier corresponding to OAO mode.
BPA: basic probability function; OAO: one against one; SVM: support vector machine.
makes it difficult for the sub-classifier to directly output the identification result. The main reason contributing to this phenomenon is the limited training samples, in which most of them act as the support vectors. Tables 5 Table 5 . BPAs of inner damage-rest sub-classifier of the intact case validation data BPA: basic probability function. Bold values demonstrate that the values from initial recognition are not consistent with the practical condition, which will make it difficult for the system to make a correct decision. Table 6 . BPAs of outside damage-rest sub-classifier of the intact case validation data. BPA: basic probability function. Bold values demonstrate that the values from initial recognition are not consistent with the practical condition, which will make it difficult for the system to make a correct decision. Table 4 . BPAs of intact-rest sub-classifier of the intact case validation data. 
BPA: basic probability function. Bold values demonstrate that the values from initial recognition are not consistent with the practical condition, which will make it difficult for the system to make a correct decision.
and 6 provide the results of inner damage-rest sub-classifier and outside damage-rest sub-classifier to identify the intact specimen. Similar to intact-rest subclassifier, more BPA values are allocated to rest primitives (T 1 [T 3 and T 1 [T 2 ) rather than inner damage outside primitive (T 2 ) and damage primitive (T 3 ). Likely, larger uncertainties lead to failure in making a recognition result at each accelerometer. As a consequence, a two-level evidence combination operation should be implemented. As displayed in Figure 8 , in order to avoid a large amount of calculation, first we combine the BPA results with same type of sub-classifiers corresponding to different accelerometers first, and then we combine the BPA results with different types of sub-classifiers. Table 7 shows the first-level evidence combination results for intact pole case. It is found that for the intact-rest sub-classifier, the support probability of proposition T 1 (intact) has ascended to 0.9036 while the support probabilities of proposition T 2 [T 3 (rest) and uncertainty have decreased to 0.0558 and 0.0406, respectively. In the same way, for the inner damage-rest and outside damage-rest sub-classifiers, the support probabilities of propositions T 1 [T 3 and T 1 [T 2 have increased to 0.9719 and 0.9863, respectively. The uncertainties for both sub-classifiers are declined to 0.0168 and 0.0079, respectively. According to the results in Table 7 , it is noticeable that the identification result of the three subclassifiers from different sensors is prone to T 1 . Hence, we continue to integrate the results of the three subclassifiers to obtain a final decision, which is given in Table 8 . It is clearly seen that the support probabilities of right proposition T 1 eventually rises to 0.9957, which is close to 100%. The support probabilities of wrong propositions T 2 and T 3 (inner damage and outside damage) reduce to 0.0022 and 0.0010, respectively. What is more, the uncertainty degree descends to 0. Therefore, in accordance with the decision rule (equations (19) to (22)), the final decision result is T 1 , which is in agreement with actual condition of the tested pole (intact). This shows that after two-level evidence combination, the support probability of right proposition is greatly improved compared to the result from outputs of the sub-classifiers.
In the same way, for the cases of inner damage and outside damage, the BPA results after the two-level evidence combination based on OAR-based sub-classifiers are given in Tables 9 and 10 . According to the decision rule, the decision results for both cases are T 2 (inner Table 7 . First-level evidence combination result of intact pole case (OAR). BPA: basic probability function; OAR: one against rest. Bold values denotes the the proposition with largest probability and uncertainty values, which indicates that after evidence combination, the probabilities of correct proposition almost rises to 1 (100%) and uncertainty degree almost reduce to 0. In this case, the system is easy to make a correct decision. Table 8 . Second-level evidence combination result of intact pole case (OAR). BPA: basic probability function; OAR: one against rest. Bold values denotes the the proposition with largest probability and uncertainty values, which indicates that after evidence combination, the probabilities of correct proposition almost rises to 1 (100%) and uncertainty degree almost reduce to 0. In this case, the system is easy to make a correct decision. Table 9 . Evidence combination result of inner damage pole case based on OAR-based sub-classifiers. BPA: basic probability function; OAR: one against rest. Bold values denotes the the proposition with largest probability and uncertainty values, which indicates that after evidence combination, the probabilities of correct proposition almost rises to 1 (100%) and uncertainty degree almost reduce to 0. In this case, the system is easy to make a correct decision.
damage) and T 3 (outside damage), respectively, satisfying the actual conditions of the specimens. Tables 11 to 13 provide the outputs (BPAs) from the OAO-based sub-classifiers for the inner damage validation case, respectively. As it is evident, for the intactinner damage and inner damage-outside damage subclassifiers, more support probabilities are assigned to T 2 (inner damage) than T 1 (intact) and T 3 (outside damage), which meets the actual pole condition.
Similar to the OAR-based sub-classifiers, the OAObased sub-classifiers also suffer from the problem of difficulty in decision making due to more uncertainties. Thus, the two-level evidence combination is also applied here to integrate the identification results from different sub-classifiers corresponding to different sensors. Tables 14 and 15 demonstrate the first-level and second-level evidence combination results, respectively. After the two-level data fusion, the support probability Table 11 . BPAs of intact-inner damage sub-classifier of the inner damage case validation data. Bold values demonstrate that the values from initial recognition are not consistent with the practical condition, which will make it difficult for the system to make a correct decision. Table 12 . BPAs of intact-outside damage sub-classifier of the inner damage case validation data. BPA: basic probability function. Bold values demonstrate that the values from initial recognition are not consistent with the practical condition, which will make it difficult for the system to make a correct decision. Table 10 . Evidence combination result of outside damage pole case based on OAR-based sub-classifiers. BPA: basic probability function; OAR: one against rest. Bold values denotes the the proposition with largest probability and uncertainty values, which indicates that after evidence combination, the probabilities of correct proposition almost rises to 1 (100%) and uncertainty degree almost reduce to 0. In this case, the system is easy to make a correct decision.
of right proposition (T 2 ) ascends from less than 0.4721 to 0.9144 while the uncertainty degree declines to 0.0041. According to the decision rule, final decision for this case is T 2 , which matches the real condition of the validation case as well. The final combination results for intact and outside damage cases using the OAO-based sub-classifiers are given in Tables 16 and 17 , in which the probabilities of right propositions are 0.9220 and 0.9546, respectively, and thus the final decision can be made with high confidence. Considering all the condition identification results, it is clearly found that the evidence combination is able to effectively improve the support probabilities of right propositions and weaken the influence caused Table 14 . First-level evidence combination result of inner damage pole case (OAO). BPA: basic probability function; OAO: one against one. Bold values denotes the the proposition with largest probability and uncertainty values, which indicates that after evidence combination, the probabilities of correct proposition almost rises to 1 (100%) and uncertainty degree almost reduce to 0. In this case, the system is easy to make a correct decision. Table 15 . Evidence combination result of different sub-classifiers of inner damage pole case (OAO). BPA: basic probability function. Bold values demonstrate that the values from initial recognition are not consistent with the practical condition, which will make it difficult for the system to make a correct decision. Table 16 . Evidence combination result of intact pole case based on OAO-based sub-classifiers. BPA: basic probability function; OAO: one against one. Bold values denotes the the proposition with largest probability and uncertainty values, which indicates that after evidence combination, the probabilities of correct proposition almost rises to 1 (100%) and uncertainty degree almost reduce to 0. In this case, the system is easy to make a correct decision.
by uncertainties. Compared to the results from the OAO-based sub-classifiers, the evidence combination from OAR-based sub-classifiers provides higher identification accuracy but requires more calculation costs.
On the contrary, with the adding classification categories, the number of trained sub-classifiers based on OAO method (n(n 2 1)/2, n denotes the category number) will be sharply increased compared with that based on OAR method (n, n denotes the category number). Consequently, in the engineering application, the type of SVM-based multiple classifier should be selected according to the practical requirement.
Conclusion
This work presents a new wood pole condition identification approach based on advanced signal processing, machine learning and decision-level data fusion techniques. WPT together with PCA is used to extract inherent damage features in SW signals obtained from a novel narrow frequency band-excited NDT system. Then, the SVM multi-classifier with posteriori probability output is designed to provide the damage classification decision at the sensor-level. D-S evidence theory is subsequently employed to aggregate the decisions from different sensors, contributing to a final condition assessment result. The proposed approach is experimentally validated on three wood pole specimens with different types of damage. The results demonstrate that the presented method is capable of providing satisfactory damage condition identification of wood utility poles along with practically useful probability information, meeting the requirements of asset management and engineering application. In this work, limited wood pole specimens, with known material and environmental properties, are used for the method validation. In future work, more specimens with different material and environmental properties as well as boundary conditions will be considered in the laboratory testing. Moreover, to further validate and assess the performance of the method, the proposed technique will be tested in the field on in-situ wood poles with natural defects.
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